GIS MUSIC CLUB

To conduct a music club at Ghiyasuddin International School (GIS) is initiated to enhance student wonderful world of music by providing the opportunity to play a musical instrument, get involved in a music ensemble or, in any other music-related activity offered at the school.

Aim & Objectives

Music is the 'Universal Language' of the world and GIS music club firmly believes that our students should be prepared to leave our school as valuable, well-balanced members of society.

Therefore, we strongly and positively encourage student’s exposure to music throughout their time at GIS as this will ensure they will become well-rounded and informed young citizen ready for the exciting challenges in an ever changing world.

The importance of playing a musical instrument is paramount because:

- Music offers the opportunity for self expression through a nonverbal, creative and meaningful medium
- Self-discipline is developed through regular practice
- Music develops cognitive and analytical skills, improves the powers of concentration and also develops the memory
- Music performance improves self-confidence if directed and facilitated in a positive and encouraging way.

Rationale

Musical education is essential to the development of individuals in order to promote and share the beauty of music through classical and contemporary music elements. Students will learn and explore about patterns in music giving them an opportunity to practise echoing simple song phrases. We have lessons that compare current music to music from the past. Lesson about rhythm and pitch. Lessons incorporating music traditions from a variety of culture.
Modules covered

Keyboard:

This Category includes music topics general music theory and music history.

- Properties of music
- Finger exercises on different note patterns.
- Rhythm Introduction.
- Note values, Rests, and time signatures.
- Explaining the sharps and flats.
- Introducing major and minor scales.
- Repeats and signs.
- Introduction of tunes and songs.

Guitar:

- Parts of the guitar.
- Tuning the guitar.
- Musical symbols.
- Notes on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th string.
- Moving from string to string.
- Guitar solos.
- Pick up notes.
- 3-string chords.

Materials/Instruments/reference

Music Department: R.Jeshuranfrancis

Office: Ghiyasuddin International School

Email: jeshuran.francis@gis.edu.mv

Instrumental Music Registration Form – 2016

For all Grades

Child’s Name : ________________________________

D.O.B : ____________________ Gender M/F ------

Parent Name : ________________________________

Address : ________________________________

Mobile no : ________________________________

Email : ________________________________

Preferences:

Day :      SUN and WEDNESDAY.

Time :     1400 to 1530hrs  or 1530 to 1700hrs.

One Instrument Only. :     Guitar or  Keyboard.

Name of the Instrument : __________________

Lesson Duration :  1 ½ hour per session.

Payment Option :  Fees are required to be paid on every 1st week of the month.

NOTE: - 300 Rufiyaa monthly (Payme nt method by cash only)

________________________

( Parent / Guardian's signature )    Date : _________________________